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Dear Conaaissoners: 9 S4.
T- te0ie,~
4>e greatesr. single danger to the health and safety of Californians
the imminent opening of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant ~ The
California Energy Commission has shown that ~an nuclear plant presents
extreme hazards, because no feasible, long-term solution has been
developed to safely store deadly, radioactive nuclear wastes. Governor
Brown's energy advisor, Wilson Clark, has stated that California's
earthquake-prone geological condition makes nuclear plants in California
an unacceptable risk.

Human beings and the machines they build are all prone to mistakes and
accidents. The recent closing oE five nuclear plants on the East Coast
by the NRC, and the recent accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear
plant highlights the risks oE nuclear plants. Add to these dangers the
risks of earthquakes and we have a completely unacceptable situation.~lease do evervthin in your ower to ermanentlv sto the o enin of
the Diablo Can on facilit . The health and safety of this and countless
future generations of Californians depends on it.
We can easily meet our energy needs by rapidly changing over to solar,
wind, biomass, and other safe, renewable energy technologies. Since
safe energy is available to us, why should we flirtwith ecological
diaster by running a nuclear power plant on a fault line.

~uavMeny Pacific Cas and Electric application Eor an operating
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This Eorm letter was prepared by the New Age Caucus. Por more information
or additonal copies, please call 213-820-8182 or write NAC, 11771 Santa
Monica Blvd., LA 90025
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